Abstract. A a-weakly closed subspace ? of B( X ) is said to have Property S" if for any a-weakly closed subspace ÍT of a von Neumann algebra LX, {.yeS®vX: Ry(x) E ;7 for all qp G ß(ik')t} = Í-® lJ, where R^ is the right slice map associated with <p. It is shown that semidiscrete von Neumann algebras have Property Sa, and various stability properties of the class of a-weakly closed subspaces with Property S" are established. It is also shown that if (^lt, G. a) is a W/*-dynamical system such that ^1 has Property S" and (7 is compact abelian. then all of the spectral subspaces associated with a have Property Sa. Some applications of these results to the study of tensor products of spectral subspaces and tensor products of reflexive algebras are given. In particular, it is shown that if £, is a commutative subspace lattice with totally atomic core, and £2 's an arbitrary subspace lattice, then alg(£, ® I?,) = aige,®alg£2.
for all pairs (5", 91), then we say S has Property Sa. (This is analogous to Wassermann's Property S for C*-algebras [26] [27] [28] .) If every a-weakly closed subspace of B(X) has Property Sa, then for any a-weakly closed subspaces S C B (X) and ÏC 77(51), (*) {x EBiX)®Bi%):Ry(x) E^foralltp Efl(3C)" and L^x) ESfarall*e£(9C).} = S®S\
Tomiyama has shown that (*) is valid if S and 5" are von Neumann algebras [23, Theorem 2.1]. Tomiyama's result is equivalent to Tomita's commutation theorem for tensor products of von Neumann algebras, and so (*) can be looked upon as an analogue of Tomita's theorem for a-weakly closed subspaces. We show below that (*) is valid if either X or X is finite-dimensional, but the validity of (*) in general remains an open problem. In §1 we show that every semidiscrete von Neumann algebra has Property S0. This is analogous to Wassermann's (and T. Huruya's) result that every nuclear C*-algebra has Property 5 [28, Proposition 10] . We also show that brl (F2) (the regular group von Neumann algebra of the free group on two generators), a nonsemidiscrete von Neumann algebra, has Property Sa. This can be compared with the result of DeCannière and Haagerup that the nonnuclear C*-algebra Cr*(F2) (the reduced C*-algebra of the free group on two generators) has Property S [12, In §2 we use slice maps to study tensor products of spectral subspaces. We show that if (911, G, a) is a IF*-dynamical system such that 9H has Property Sa and G is compact (abelian), then for any subset £ of the dual group T of G the spectral subspace 91t°(£) has Property Sa. As an application of this result, we show that if (911, Gx, a) and (9l, G2, ß) are IF*-dynamical systems, if 911 has Property Sa, and if G | is compact, then (91L®9l)a^(£, X£2) = 91ta(£,)®9t/(£2)
for any subsets £, C T, and £2 C T2. We also prove that this equation is valid for arbitrary locally compact abelian groups G, and G2, provided that either 9H has Property Sa and £, is open, or both £, and £2 are open. In [15] , the author established a connection between certain commutative subspace lattices and IF*-dynamical systems. In §3, using results from [15] and from §2, we show that if 911 has Property Sa, and if £, C 911 is a commutative subspace lattice (CSL) whose core £" is totally atomic, then for any subspace lattice £2 C 91, we have (**) alg(£, ®£2) n (9H®9l)=[(alg£,) n 91t] ®[(alg£2) n9l], where £, ® £2 is the subspace lattice generated by £, and £2. We also show that (**)
holds if £, is a chain, £2 is a finite width CSL, and 9H and £', n 91L have Property
Sa. This generalizes a result of Gilfeather, Hopenwasser and Larson, who proved that (***) alg(£, ®£2) = (alg£,)®(alg£2)
if E, and £2 are chains [10] . It should also be noted that if £, and £2 are the projection lattices of von Neumann algebras 9H and 91, then (***) becomes (911 ® 91)' = 91t' ® 91', which is just the statement of Tomita's commutation theorem.
The author would like to thank Jun Tomiyama for helpful comments on this paper. The author is also grateful to Jean De Cannière for providing a preliminary version of [8] , and for several useful conversations about the material in [8].
1. Property Sa. If X is a Hilbert space, let B(X) denote the algebra of bounded operators on X. If DC, and X2 are Hilbert spaces, let X = %x ® X2 be the Hilbert space tensor product of DC, and X2, and if §, C 77(DC,) are a-weakly closed (linear) subspaces, i = 1,2, let S, ® S2 denote the a-weakly closed linear span (in £( X )) of [sx ® s2: s j E S,.}. In particular, if 9H C 77( X, ) and 91 C 77( X2 ) are von Neumann algebras, then 9H ® 91 is the usual von Neumann algebra tensor product of 91t and 91 (see, e.g., [21, Chapter 4]). If <p E 91t,,, then there is a unique a-weakly continuous linear map R¿. 91t ® 9t -» 9t such that (x,<P®^)= (£9(x),^) (jcE91L®9L,^e9L,).
Similarly, for each ^ E 9t,, there is a unique a-weakly continuous linear map L^:
91t ® 91 -9It such that (x,<p®^>= (£^(x),(p) (xE91t®9t,<pE9lt#).
The maps A^ and £^ are called right and left slice maps, and also satisfy (see, e.g.
[23]):
Rv(x) = 0 for all cp E 91t, implies x = 0, (1.6) £^(x) = 0 for all t/< E 9t" implies x = 0. Definition 1.1. If S C 91t and bJ E 91 are a-weakly closed subspaces, let £(S, 5" ) = {x E91t®9l:£>(x)E<3'and£^x) E S for every <p E 91t" and ty E 9t*}.
Remark 1.2. The definition of £(S, 9" ) appears to depend on 91t and 9t as well as § and ÜJ. However, this is not the case. For suppose 91t C B(XX) and 9t C 77(DC2).
Let tp E 91t+, and let p be any a-weakly continuous extension of m to B(XX). Then we can define Rp: BiXx) ® 77(DC2) -> B(%2), and it is clear from (1.2) that £ç = £pon91t®9t. Hence if x E 91t ® 9t, then R^x) E3"forall<p E 91t. if and E § for all <p E B{%x), and.// E S(DC2)*}.
It follows easily from (1.2) that we always have (1.9) S®9"c£(S,9").
A natural question is: for which a-weakly closed subspaces <S C 91t and 9" C 91 do we have (1.10) S®9"=£(S,9")?
This question is of interest because a number of problems involving tensor products of a-weakly closed subspaces can be reformulated in terms of (1.10). For example, if §,, S2 C 9lt and 9p 92 C 9t are a-weakly closed subspaces, it is easily checked that ( §, n S2) ® (°J, n 9"2) ç (S, ®9,) n (S2®92) c £( §, n S2,9", n %).
Hence if (1.10) is always valid, then the intersection of tensor products of subspaces is always the tensor product of the intersections. If 1 E S and 1 E 9" (where we use 1 to denote the identity of both 91t and 9t), then it follows from (1.3)-(1.6) that (1.11) (S ® 9)' n (91t®9t) = £(S' n 91t,9' n 91), and we always have (S'n9lt)®(9"' n 9t) ç (S® 9)' n (91t® 91), so if (1.10) is always valid, then (1.12) (S'n91t)®(9"'n9t) = (S®9)' n (91t®9t), whenever 1 E S and 1 E 9. Thus (1.7) follows from Tomita's commutation theorem and the double commutant theorem, and, conversely, Tomita's theorem follows from (1.7). (Note that (1.11) and (1.12) can both fail if 1 Ç §. For example, let S be the one-dimensional subspace generated by a nilpotent operator s of index 2 in B(%x) (dimDC, > 2), andjet 9"= 77(DC2) (dimDC2 > 2). Then £( §',9"') = §' ® Cl, while S ® 77(DC2) C (S ® 9 )'.) We will see other examples of the use of (1.10) in § §2 and 3 below. Definition 1.3. A von Neumann algebra 91t is said to have Property F0 if (1.10) holds whenever S is a a-weakly closed subspace of 9lt and 9" is a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t.
The only von Neumann algebras known to have Property £" are the finite-dimensional ones (Corollary 1.8 below). Note that by Remark 1.2, if 77(DC) has Property £a for every Hilbert space X, then all von Neumann algebras have Property £". However, deciding whether 77(DC) has Property £0 appears to be a very difficult problem. It is equivalent to (1.10) always being valid, and Tomita's theorem, a deep result, is a special case of (1.10). Moreover, the proofs of Tomita's theorem all use selfadjointness in an essential fashion, and so appear to be of no use in studying the general validity of (1.10). We will consider the following, more tractable question: for which a-weakly closed subspaces S of 77(DC ) do we have (1.13) (xES®9t:£T(x) E9Torall<pE5(DC)") = S®9
for all pairs (9,91), where 9 is a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 91 ? Definition 1.4. A a-weakly closed subspace § of B(X) is said to have Property Sa if (1.13) holds whenever 9 is a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t. Remark 1.5. We will show below (Theorem 1.9) that 77(DQ has Property Sa for any Hilbert space DC. Hence if $ E 77(DC,) and 9c 77(Dt2) are a-weakly closed subspaces, £(S,9) ç S_® B(X2) n 77(3C,) ® 9. It follows that if S has Property Sa, then Fi$/Î\) = S ® 9 whenever 9 is a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t. Remark 1.6. Property Sa is modeled upon Wassermann's Property 5 for ^-algebras [26] . We recall the definition of Property S for the convenience of the reader. The left slice maps L^, \p E 77*, are similarly defined. These maps satisfy the exact analogues of ( 1.1 )-( 1.6) (where we require A to be unital in ( 1.3) and 77 to be unital in (1.4), and we replace 91t" by A* and 9t, by 77* in (1.5) and (1.6)). A C*-algebra A is said to have Property S if whenever D is a C*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra 77, we have {x EA ® B: Rv(x) E 7) for all tp E A*) = A ® D, Proof. Let sx,... ,sn be a basis for S, and let % be a von Neumann algebra. Since every finite-dimensional subspace of BiX) is a-weakly closed, we can choose tp, E 77(DC)* such that (s,, <Py)= 8¡ , 1 < i, j < zz. If x is in the algebraic tensor product of S and 9t, it follows from (1.2) that (1.14) x= is^RVi(x). i=\
But the maps Rv are a-weakly continuous, so (1.14) is valid for all x E S ® 91. Hence (1.13) holds for all a-weakly closed subspaces 9" C 9t, and § has Property Sa. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.7 and Remark 1.5. Recall that a von Neumann algebra 91t is semidiscrete [9] if the identity map on 91t can be approximated in the topology of simple weak* convergence by normal morphisms of finite rank. (A morphism from a C*-algebra A with unit to a C*-algebra 77 with unit is a completely positive identity preserving linear map. We refer the reader to [9] for a detailed treatment of morphisms.) As noted in [9, p. 13], if 91t is semidiscrete, then the identity map on 91t,, can be approximated in the topology of simple norm convergence by morphisms of 91t* with finite rank, where a morphism of 91t* is a completely positive map from 91t* to itself which takes normal states to normal states. Using this fact, we can prove the following result. Theorem 1.9. Let 91tZ>e a semidiscrete von Neumann algebra. Then 91t has Property sa.
Proof. Let 9 be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 91, let x E 91t ® 9t, and suppose Rvix) E 9" for all <p E 91t*. We want to show x E 91t ® 9". Since the algebraic tensor product 91t* ® 9t* is norm dense in (91t® 9t)*, it suffices to show: if e > 0, <p,,... ,<pn E 91t* and \px,... ,xpn E 9t*, then there is a y E 91t ® 9" such that ||>z|| < ||x||, and I"=x\(x -y, tp, ® ^)| < e. So let e > 0, and choose <p"...,<p"E91t*, ^"...,^E9t*.
Let K = «IW|sup{||^||,...,||t//n||} + 1.
Since 91t is semidiscrete, we can choose a finite rank morphism $ of 91t* such that ||<I>(<p,) -9,|| < e/K, z = 1,...,«. Then the adjoint $* of $ is a finite rank normal morphism of 91t. Hence there is a unique normal morphism ^: 91t ® 9t -> 91t ® 9t
Then HjII ^ ||x||, and (Ä^U>=(^««=(^W^)=(VU) for all <p E 91t* and r¡> E 9t*. Thus Rv(y) E 9 for all <p_E 91t*. But y E $*(9lt) ® 91, and $*(91t) is finite-dimensional, so y E $*(91t) ® 9 E 91t ® 9, by Proposition 1.7 and Remark 1.2. Finally, We refer the reader to [7] for an expository treatment of these and related results. Proof. Since e%f E S, eS/® 9t C § ® 9t for any von Neumann algebra 91. Hence if 9 is a a-weakly closed subspace of 9t, x E eS/ ® 9t, and R^ix) E 9" for all <p E B(X)*, then x E §®9". Butx = (e ® l)x(/® 1), so x E (e® 1)(S ® 9)(/® 1) = eS/® 9.
Hence eS/has Property Sa. Proposition 1.11. Let S C B(X) be a o-weakly closed subspace, and let {e,},e/ be a mutually orthogonal family of projections in 77(DC) such that 2,e/e, = 1 and Se, C S for all i E 1. If each Se, has Property Sa, then S has Property Sa.
Proof. Let 9 be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t, let x E S ® 9t, and suppose £9(x) E 9" for all <p E 77(DC)*. Then for each i, x(e, ® 1) E Se, ® 9t, and Rv(x(e¡ ® 1)) = Re.v(x) E 9 for aU <p E 91t» (where (a, e,<p> = (ae" «p>, a E 91t, tp E 91t*). Hence x'(e,. ® 1) E Se,. ® 9" C S ® 9" for all i E I. But 2,e/e/ ® 1 = 1 ® L so x E S ® 9", as required. Proof. The proof of the "if direction can be obtained by an obvious modification of the proof of [26, Lemma 14] . So assume S, ® S2 has Property Sa. Since S2 ® S| is the image of S, ® S2 under the natural *-isomorphism between B(Xx) ® £(DC2) and 77(DC2) ® /7(DC,), S2 ® S, also has Property Sn. Hence it suffices to show that S2 has Property Sa. Let 9 be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 91, let x E S2 ® 9t, and suppose R^ix) E 9 for all «p E /7(Dl2)*. Choose s =£ Oinc:>xandlety = s ® x.Then R^yiy) = (s, yp)Rvix) E9forallv// E Ä(DC,)"
and tp E 77(DC2)*. Since the algebraic tensor product £(Di ,)* ® /7('X2)* is norm dense in £(DC, ® DC2)*, it follows from (1.1) that Rp(y)EbJ fora\\pEB(Xl®%2),.
Hence y E S, ® S2 ® 9". Choose^ E 77(DC,)* so that (s, \p)= 1, and let R^ be the slice map from 77(DC,) ® £(DC2) ® 9t to fi(DC2)®9t associated with \¡*. Then x = R^iy) E S2 ® 9 as required, and so S2 has Property S". Proposition 1.16. Let 91tfte a von Neumann algebra having Property Sa. Then M' has Property Sa.
Proof. Suppose first that 91t C B(%) is in standard form, so there is a conjugate linear isometry;: DC -DC such that x -jxj maps 91t onto 91t'. Let 9" be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t, and suppose x E 9lt' ® 9t, and Ryix) E 9" for all tp E fi(DC)*. For tp E £(DC)*, define tp' E 77(DC)" by(a, <p') = (jaj, cp),a E B(X). Lety = ij® l)x(y ® 1), where; ® 1 has the obvious meaning.
Theny-E 91t ® 9t, and RA\y) = Rvix)E 9" for all tp E /7(DC)*. Hence^ E 91t ® 9".
But then x = ( j ® \)yij ® 1) is in 91t' ® 9", as required, so 91t' has Property S0 if 91t is in standard form. The proof of the general case is the exact analogue of the proof of the general case of [9, Proposition 3.7] (with "is semidiscrete" replaced by "has Property Sa" and [9, Propositions 3.4 and 3.6] replaced by Propositions 1.15 and 1.10), and so is omitted.
By results of Effros and Lance [9] , the stability properties of the class of von Neumann algebras having Property Sa described in the preceding propositions and corollaries are also shared by the class of semidiscrete von Neumann algebras.
However, the former class is strictly larger than the latter class. In particular, <3l(F2) (the regular group von Neumann algebra of the free group on two generators) is not semidiscrete [9, Theorem 5.11], but has Property Sa. The proof that "3l(F2) has Property Sa is based on work of De Cannière and Haagerup [8] . We first state a definition and a lemma from [8] .
Let A and 77 be C*-algebras, and let Mn be the algebra of complex n X n matrices (« = 1,2,...). If 0 is a linear map from A to 77, let 0" denote the linear map from A ® Mn to 77 ® Mn defined on elementary tensors by 3>"(a ® b) = $(a) ® b (a E A, b E M"). The map O is said to be completely bounded if supJ|G»J| < oo. We write ||4>||CB = sup"||3>"|| in this case. such that %(a ® b) = $*(a) ® b (a E 91t, b E 91 ) and ||¥,.|| < 1. Using these facts, the proof of Theorem 1.9 can be easily modified to show that 9l(F2) has Property Sa.
Our last result in this section will prove useful in §2. Now let x E S, ® 91, and suppose A^x) E 9 for all tp E £(DQ*. Since S has Property Sa, x E S ® 9. Thus, by (1.15), x E S, ® 9", and so S, has Property Sa.
2. Applications to IF*-dynamical systems. A IF*-dynamical system (91t,G, a) consists of a von Neumann algebra 91t, a locally compact group G, and a homomorphism a of G into the group of *-automorphisms of 91t such that all of the maps g -» (a (x), <p) are continuous (x E 91t, tp E 91t*). In the rest of this paper we will always assume that G is abelian, for then there is a well-developed theory of spectral subspaces, which allows one to do harmonic analysis of the dynamical systems. We have equality in (2.3) if the £, are closed.
Proof. Since £(91t"(£,), 9ï/(£2)) is a a-weakly closed subspace of 6%, to prove (2.3), it suffices to show that if spa8ß(x) C £, X £2, then x E £(91ta(£,), 91 \E2)). Moreover, by [5,2.1.3(g) and 2.1.4], we may assume spa0/3(x) is compact. We will show that if spa(8/8(x) is a compact subset of £, X £2, then sp^L^x)) C £, for all \p E 91*. The proof that sp^(/?9(x)) C £2, <p E 91t*, is similar. Let y E Yx, y & £,.
We will show that there is an/, E £'(G,) such that/,(y) = 1 and a(/,)(£^(x)) = 0 for all \p E 9t*. This implies that y £ spa(£^(x)), t// E 91*, as desired. But {>// ° )8(/): / E £'(G2), t// E 9t*} is norm dense in 9t* [5,2.1.3(j)], and so it follows from (2.4) and (1.1) that a(/,)(L^(x)) = 0 for all ^ E 9t*, as desired. Theorem 2.2. Let (91t,G, a) be a W*-dynamical system, and suppose that G is compact and 91t has Property Sa. Then 91t"(£) has Property S" for any E C F.
Proof. Let yeT.We will first show 91ta(y) has Property Sa. Let $ = py. Then 4> is a a-weakly continuous linear map from 91t onto 91ta(y) such that $2 = $. Moreover, if DC is any Hilbert space, we can define a IF*-dynamical system (91t ® BÍX),G,ß) by setting Hence 91ta(y) has Property S" by Proposition 1.19. Next let £ C T, let 9" be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 91, and suppose x E 91t"(£) ® 9t and Rvix) E 9" for all tp E 91t*. Define a IF*-dynamical system (91t® 9t, G, ß) by means of (2.7) (where 1 is the identity automorphism of 9t). For y EY, set xy = /S(ev)(x). Then it follows from (2.8) that xy E 91t"(y) ® 9t, and £"(xY) = Rv.pix) E <S for all tp E 91t*. But 91ta(y) has Property Sa, so xy E 91t"(y) ® 9", y E TAI y £ £, then^(91t^(£)) = 0, so xy = 0, while if y E £, then 91t0(y) E 91ta(£). Hence xy E 91ta(£) ® 9" for all y E Y. By Theorem 2.5. Let (91t, G,,a) and (9t, G2,/T) be W*-dynamical systems, and suppose G, is compact, and 91t has Property Sa. Then (2.1) holds for all £, C Yx and e2 c r2.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 and Remark 1.5 that £(91ta(£,), 9t^(£2)) = 91t"(£,) ® 9t^(£2). Combining this fact with (2.2) and Proposition 2.1, we get (2.1).
Note that the proof of Theorem 2.5 shows that (2.1) holds whenever 91ta(£,) has Property Sa. Thus it would be of great interest to know whether Theorem 2.2 remains valid if we delete the hypothesis that G be compact. If G is not compact, the projections onto the spectral eigenspaces are no longer available, and the method of proof of Theorem 2.2 does not generalize. However, there is a partial substitute for these projections. Let Proof. Let 9 be a a-weakly closed subspace of a von Neumann algebra 9t, let <X = % ® 91, and define ß as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. Let £ = sp a n £. Then £ is closed, there is an open subset V of Y such that sp a n V = £, and 91ta(£) = 91ta(£) = 91ta(F). Let x E £(91ta(£), 9), let / E L\G) be such that supp/ is compact, and set K= spBißif)ixy). Then K E supp f C\ sp^x) [5,2.1.3(g)]. Hence Ais compact, and K E F E Fby (2.11). Moreover, RJ[ßif)ix)) = Rv " a(/)(x) E 9
for all <p E 91t*, and /?(/)(x) E <&ß(K) = £(9lta(A), 9t), so j8(/Xx)_G £(91t"(A),?T). Hence by Theorem 2.6, j8(/Xx) E 91tQ(F) ® 9"= 91ta(£) ® 9". 3. Applications to subspace lattices and reflexive algebras. In this section, we will always assume that Hilbert spaces are separable. A subspace lattice £ in 77(DC) is a collection of (selfadjoint) projections on DC closed under the lattice operations A (intersection) and V (closed linear span) (where we identify projections with their ranges), which contains 0 and 1, and which is closed in the strong operator topology. If the elements of £ pairwise commute, £ is a commutative subspace lattice (or CSL). If £ is a subspace lattice, alg £ = {x E 77(DC): xp = pxp for all p E £} is a a-weakly closed subalgebra of 77(DC). If S is any subset of 77(DC), then lat 5, the set of projections on DC left invariant by the elements of S, is a subspace lattice. A subspace lattice £ [resp. S C B(X )] is reflexive if lat alg £ = £ [resp. alg lat S = S"]. Commutative subspace lattices were first studied systematically by Arveson [2] , who developed powerful techniques for studying these lattices and their associated reflexive algebras. We refer the reader to [2] for a detailed treatment of CSL's.
If 91t C B(X) is a von Neumann algebra, and £ C 91t is a subspace lattice, we write 9lt-alg £ for (alg £) D 91t. If £, C 91t and £2 C 9t are subspace lattices, we can ask: when do we have
where 6X = 91t ® 9t, and £ = £, ® £2 is the subspace lattice generated by {px ® p2:
p, E £,}? If 91t = 77(DC|) and 9t = 77(DC2), (3.1) becomes, simply, (3. 2) alg£=(alg£,)®(alg£2).
Note that if (3.2) is always valid, then the tensor product of reflexive algebras is always reflexive. Moreover, if £, C 91t and £2 C 9t are the projection lattices of von Neumann subalgebras 91t, and 9t,, then (3.1) becomes (9lt, ®9t,)'n (91t®9t) = (91t'| n91t)®(9t', n 91). [14] , and K. Harrison has proved (3.2) in the case when £, is a chain and £2 is a finite width CSL [13] . The author has shown [15] that (3.1) holds if £, and £2 are CSL's with totally atomic cores. (The core of £ is the von Neumann algebra £" generated by £.) If £, C 91t and £2 C 9t are subspace lattices, and x E iR-alg £, then if e E £2 and <pG9!t*, e£"(x)e = Rv((\ ® e)x(l ® e)) = Rv(x(l ® e)) = Rv(x)e, so R9ix) E 9t-alg £2. Similarly, LA\x) E 91t-alg £, for all $ E 9t*. Hence 6jWlg £ C £(91t-alg£,, 9tralg£2). Another use of (1.3) and (1.4) proves the reverse inclusion, and we conclude:
Hence if (1.10) is always valid, then (3.1) is always valid. It also follows from (3.3) (and Remark 1.5) that if 91t-alg £, has Property Sa, then (3.1) holds for any subspace lattice £2 C 91. In particular, an application of Proposition 1.7 yields the following result.
Proposition 3.1. Let £, C 91t and t2E%be subspace lattices, and suppose that 91t is finite-dimensional. Then (3.1) holds.
For certain CSL's, there is a connection between (3.1) and (2.1), established in [15] . For the convenience of the reader, we will state the appropriate definitions and results from [15] . If G is a locally compact abelian group, a positive semigroup 2 C r is a subsemigroup of Y also satisfying 2 n (-2) = {0} and 2 = int 2. A CSL £ C 91t is (G, 2)-analytic if there is a strongly continuous unitary representation u of G on the Hilbert space DC of 91t such that u E 91t for all g E G and £ is the subspace lattice generated by {e(y + 2): y E F}, where e(-) is the projection-valued measure on Y associated with u by Stone's Theorem. If a = adu (i.e. ag(x) = ugxu*, xE91t, g EG), then 91t-alg £ = 91ta(2). (The algebras 91ta(2), 2 a positive semigroup, are called algebras of analytic operators, and were first studied by Loebl and Muhly [16] . Note that if G = R, and 2 = [ 0, oo), then x E 91ta(2) if and only if all of the maps g -(ag(x), <p> (<p E 91t«) are in 77°°(R).) If £, C 91t, £2 C 9t, and £, is (G" 2,)-analytic, i =1,2, £ = £, ® £^_is (G, X G2, 2, X 22)-analytic, and "fta^(2, X 22) = ('^alg£, where 61 = 91t®9t. Hence, in the case of analytic CSL's, (3.1) is a special case of (2.1), and the results of §2 can be applied. Theorem 3.2. £ez £, C 91t and £2 C 91 be subspace lattices, and suppose 9lt has Property Sa and £, is a CSL with totally atomic core. Then (3.1) holds.
Proof. By [15, Theorem 4.4] , £, is (G, 2)-analytic for some compact group G, and so there is a IF*-dynamical system (911, G, a) such that 91t-alg£, = 91ta(2). Since G is compact, and 9lt has Property Sa, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 91t-alg £, has Property Sa, and so (3.1) follows immediately from (3.3).
Another important class of analytic CSL's is the class of finite width CSL's. (A CSL has finite width if it is generated by a finite number of commuting chains.) In fact, if £ C 91t is a CSL generated by n commuting chains, then £ is (R", [0, oo)")-analytic, and, conversely, if (91t,R", a) is an inner IF*-dynamical system, then there is a CSL £ C 91t generated by n commuting chains such that 91t"( [0, oo)") = 91t-alg £ pseudo-integral operator corresponding to a measure in AiG,,m,), i= 1,2, then i, ® s2 is a pseudo-integral operator corresponding to a measure in AiG, m), where G is the graph of <, and so s, ® s2 E tfmjn(£ , ® £2). Hence (3) (4) tímin(£,) ® tPmin(£2) ç tfmm(£, ® £2).
Theorem 3.6. Let £, and £2 be synthetic CSL's and suppose £',' is totally atomic. Then £, ® £ -, is synthetic.
Proof. Since £, has totally atomic core, and B(X) has Property S", it follows from Theorem 3.2 that alg(£, ® £2) = (alg £,) ®(alg £2). Since £, is synthetic, alg£, = tfmm(£,), z = 1,2, and so alg(£, ® £2) Ç Ämin(£, ® £2), by (3.4) . But the reverse inclusion always holds, so £, ® £2 is synthetic.
Remark 3.7. It should be noted that if £, is any CSL with totally atomic core, then £, is synthetic, and so satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6. One way of seeing this is the following: If £ is a CSL with totally atomic core, then it follows from [15, Theorems 4.4 and 3.3] that there is a countable discrete metric space X, a partial order < on X, and a a-finite Borel measure m on X such that £ is unitarily equivalent to £(X, <, m). Since A X A is discrete, the graph of < is automatically synthetic relative to m [2,2.2.9(a)]. Hence £ ( X, «s, m) is a synthetic lattice [2,2.2.11 ], and so £ is synthetic. Alternately, one could note that £ is a completely distributive CSL, and hence is synthetic by [14, Corollary 9] .
